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S16 - EA tutorials for beginners using ActivePresenter - Project
Summary

Team Members S12 Kamil Macek Role: everything
S16 Jozef Olejník Role: everything

Purpose getting started with EA can be difficult, as it is complex software with·
a number of functionalities difficult to understand. Therefore, we
decided to create an educational tool aimed at understanding working
with EA on the subject of SMIT represented by a series of videos using
the ActivePresenter tool, which can facilitate this initial work with EA
and we can avoid discouraging of using this tool.

Individual Visions we also fall into the category of people who feel stress when working·
with EA and by creating this videos we have the opportunity to learn to
work with EA better, we would also like to get similar and try working
with ActivePresenter.

Team Vision We don't just want to learn to work with EA, we would like to share this
experience with future generations of students in this subject. Therefore, we
want to present the videos in a simple form, they will deal with the primary
UC executable in EA at the beginnings of work in EA.

Team Mission Create EA tutorials using ActivePresenter.
Strategy analysis of work with the ActivePresenter tool·

selection of topics of individual videos·
the actual uploading of tutorials·
making tutorials available to the public·

End Customer primarily a SMIT student, anyone with the motivation to learn to work with
EA

Goals and  Expectations The aim of the project is to create a series of 8 videos dealing with basic
UC executable in EA during the initial work with this tool.

Create simple videos to support working with EA·
thanks to simple and short videos, we will try to attract followers to·
work with EA
motivate followers to expand our idea, in the form of motivation to use·
the ActivePresenter tool to expand this tutorial and a wider range of
topics available to the public
try to keep one video in the range of 2-10 minutes to ensure full viewer·
concentration

In terms of complexity, these videos will be about the basic functionalities
presented in the form of educational videos, as we ourselves are beginners
in this area.

Solution Description We will need to create a tutorial:
ActivePresenter·
EA·
motivation to make videos·

Functional requirements:
educate people to work with EA·

Non-functional requirements:
reducing resistance to working with EA·
motivate to work with EA·
to bring into people's minds the idea that the work of EA is not a·
punishment but can be a good investment in the future
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Project Roadmaps 1. installation of ActivePresenter and Enterprise Architect tools
2. Familiarize yourself with ActivePresenter
3. Define video themes
4. independent work with EA within the topics, understanding of the
problem and its solution
5. recording individual videos
6. making videos available

Reached Results
Experiences weak experience working in EA
Positive experiences
Potential for
improvements

extension of the tutorial with more videos·

Expected effort each team member 4 hours per week
Real effort

OUTGOING STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS

  Generalization from «STHDF-ProjectSummary» S16-Project Summary - S16 to «STHDF-ProjectSummary» Project
Summary - PARENT

[ Direction is 'Source -> Destination'. ]
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